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About Raven

Service and Advice You Can Trust
When architects, engineers and builders are faced with door and 

window sealing challenges in design, compliance or function, they 

turn to Raven.

With a long list of patents and design registrations, Raven has 

developed much of the technology and led many of the advances 

in weather, acoustic, fire and smoke sealing systems. This is why you 

can rely on Raven for the best advice – after all, this is how many of 

our innovative products were born.

We have a team of specialists on-hand to provide expert advice to 

assist with developing the most suitable and cost effective solutions 

to even the most challenging problems. With over 70 years in 

manufacturing and supporting the building industry, Raven remains 

at the forefront; Raven understands its complexities, challenges and 

creative requirements.

For informative and professional support, please telephone  

1800 888 123 or email our technical assistance team at: 

tech.advice@raven.com.au.

Solutions on Your Doorstep
With modern despatch centres in Australia and Asia, we can deliver 

tailored sealing systems around the corner or across the globe. 

Raven’s advanced ISO 9001 quality management production 

systems can build and deliver colour matched products weeks 

ahead of other manufacturers.

Our network of distributors and transport systems can deliver 

anywhere in the world from desert mining sites in outback Australia, 

mid ocean oil and gas rigs, Antarctic research stations to the 

bustling cities of London, Dubai or Shanghai.

So when you call on Raven to deliver the ideal sealing system – you 

can be sure that’s exactly what we will do.

Our Name is Your Guarantee 
We will never put our name to a product until we are fully satisfied 

that it is not just easy to fit and highly durable, but it can withstand 

the appropriate extremes and complies with the latest building 

code regulations and standards.

Our name and 70+ year reputation is your guarantee of reliability 

and quality.

Quality Control That Sets New Standards
Our commitment to quality extends from research, development 

and testing through to manufacture, delivery, ease of application, 

durability and after sales service regardless of the project size or 

complexity.

With a professional team of engineers, designers and international 

certified testing facilities; Raven is the brand that architects, 

designers, engineers and builders can rely on.

Every Raven seal is rigorously assessed and tested to meet the most 

demanding Australian and international standards, including life 

cycle performance from the prototype phase and construction 

through to batch testing of the final manufactured product. Raven 

maintains control over every aspect of its range carefully selecting 

materials and suppliers to ensure a superior end product. We also 

take our environmental responsibility just as seriously, operating to 

environmental ISO 14001 standards.

Raven’s focus on innovation has provided sealing solutions for the 

building industry for decades. Our commitment to our products has 

meant the development of:

• NATA accredited laboratory testing facilities to Australian and 

international standards

• ISO 9001 Quality Management System accreditation

• Operates to ISO 45001 OHS Management

• Operates to ISO 14001 EMS

• Global GreenTag verified

• Australian design awards

• A library of patents and  
design registrations.
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